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▪ communication and interpretation of scientific uncertainties in the

IPCC1,2,3,4

▪ representation of the IPCC in traditional and social media5,6,7,8,9
▪ readability of the Summaries to Policymakers10
11, 12,
▪ intentional
and
unintentional
messages
of
specific
IPCC
figures
13

▪ development of guidelines for improved accessibility of IPCC

visualisations14

▪ Complexity of climate change results in a multitude of possible

frames15

▪ frames are “structures of belief, perception and appreciation” that

underlie policy positions17

▪ framing is the process of presenting a particular issue in a certain

way to highlight or increase the salience of specific aspects18

▪ visualisations serve as framing devices
▪ highlight specific aspects, ignore others
▪ visualisations send a certain message;
▪ Intentional? Unintentional?
▪ Clear? Ambiguous?

▪ choices on scale, colour, and focal topic promote particular ways of looking

at climate change, while obscuring and marginalising others16

▪ Can they tell us (scientists, the public, policymakers) something about how

people frame and perceive climate change and adaptation?

▪ extracted visuals from all five assessment reports from WGII Impacts &

Adaptation (n=702)*

▪ iteratively developed 9 coding categories (with 2 – 16 sub-codes each)
▪ Publication year
▪ Type of visualisation
▪ Spatial scale
▪ Highlighted theme/aspect of climate change

▪ Conceptual focus
▪ Temporal focus
▪ Goal orientation
▪ Framing Impacts- Adaptation

▪ Type of uncertainty

* Also used WG III from FAR 1990 due to slightly different report structure then

• significant difference between adaptation and impacts visuals
• adaptation visuals often lacked both a clear spatial (predominantly topical
71.7%) and temporal scale (predominantly: none/unclear, 78.3%)

• most adaptation visuals did not
focus on a clear theme or aspect of
climate change
• only 6 out of 15 themes covered

• narrow, scientific point of view
vs. broader, multi-impact or
multi-strategy evaluation of the
impacts on society, and
adaptations in various human
and natural systems
• Impacts visuals: 71% narrow,
29% broad
• adaptation visuals: 80% broad,
20% narrow

• climate change either framed as a
matter of prevention (focus on
avoiding negative outcomes,
threats) or promotion (focus on
gaining positive outcomes,
aspirations)

• adaptation visuals: 37% promotion
and 28% prevention (35% show no
clear goal)
• no impacts visuals were promotion
oriented

• ‘what’ = what is the impact and what
options are possible solutions.
• ‘Who’ = who is impacted and who is or
should be adapting.
• Impacts visuals: 84% were ‘impacts
what’ and 16% ‘impacts who’

• Adaptation visuals: 71% were
‘adaptation what’ and 29% ‘adaptation
who’.

▪ very few IPCC visuals focused on adaptation: only 6.5% - mainly

visuals present the message that climate change is really happening,
is a threat, and will have various specific impacts

▪ predominant framing: prevention-oriented (rather than promotion-

oriented), with a narrow conceptual focus

▪ adaptation visuals were broader and often had an unclear theme,

spatial and temporal scale – appears ‘fuzzier’

▪ focused on: what are the impacts and adaptations, rather than who is

impacted and is (or should be) adapting

▪ WG II visuals therefore do not reflect WG II’s position at the boundary

of what is happening and what can be done about it
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